How to get to EPFL Innovation Park

By TRAIN, METRO, and WALK
Two train stations are close to EPFL Innovation Park: LAUSANNE and RENENS
Visit www.cff.ch for schedules

From Renens VD, gare
When you arrive at Renens, take the m1 metro to the «Ecublens VD, EPFL» stop

From Lausanne, gare
Leave the main entrance and take the m2 metro one stop to «Lausanne-Flon, pl. de l'Europe», then take the m1 metro for about 10 minutes to «Ecublens VD, EPFL»

For m1 and m2 metro timetables, visit www.t-l.ch

From the «Ecublens VD, EPFL» stop, walk to «La diagonale» and then you'll arrive at the EPFL Innovation Park. It takes about 10 minutes

By BUS
Bus n°701 offers service between the town of MORGES and the metro stop «Lausanne, Bourdonnette». The closest bus stop to the EPFL Innovation Park is «St-Sulpice VD, Parc Scient.»

Bus line n°1 will be extended by the end of August 2023 and will have its terminus during peak hours at the Colladon car park in front of building C. Visit www.cff.ch for schedules

By CAR
Take the highway A1 and follow direction «LAUSANNE-SUD» and exit at «EPFL». When you arrive, there are visitor parking places (white spaces) as indicated on the map. Payment using parking meter, Parkingpay, EasyPark or Twint

By PLANE
If you are flying you will arrive at Geneva Airport, where there is a train station that will take you to Renens or Lausanne in about 45 minutes. If you rent a car, it will take about 45 minutes to arrive at the EPFL Innovation Park

TIPS: If you take a taxi...
Take the train to «Morges» and take a taxi from there. Tell the taxi driver to take you to the EPFL Innovation Park on front of building C or show him/her this map

GPS coordinates of the EPFL Innovation Park: +46°30'59"N 6°33'42.9"E | 46.516395, 6.56194